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ABSTRACT
since the noise can now be suppressed by a shorter

acoustically lined ejector.

This paper examines a supersonic multi-jet interaction

problem that we believe is likely to be important for

mixing enhancement and noise reduction in supersonic
mixer-ejector nozzles. We demonstrate that it is

possible to synchronize the screech instability of four

rectangular jets by precisely adjusting the inter-jet

spacing. Our experimental data agrees with a theory

that assumes that the phase-locking of adjacent jets

occurs through a coupling at the jet lip. Although the

synchronization does not change the frequency of the

screech tone, its amplitude is augmented by 10 dB.

The synchronized multi-jets exhibit higher spreading

than the unsynchronized jets, with the single jet
spreading the least. We compare the nearfield noise of

the four jets with synchronized screech to the noise of

the sum of four jets operated individually. Our noise

measurements reveal that the more rapid mixing of the

synchronized multi-jets causes the peak jet noise

source to move upstream and to radiate noise at larger
angles to the flow direction. Based on our results, we

believe that screech synchronization is advantageous
for noise reduction internal to a mixer-ejector nozzle,

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation for the present work

Enhanced mixing of supersonic rectangular jets is of

current interest to the High Speed Research (HSR)

community. Efforts are focused on meeting the noise

requirements for the next-generation supersonic air-

plane. In order to meet the noise goal, researchers

have suggested several types of mixer-ejector nozzle

configurations. By enhancing the mixing and/or
changing the directivity of its sound, we can consider-

ably shorten ejector length and yet obtain the same

noise suppression. While there is some engineering

data on these mixer ejector nozzle configurations, there

is not enough information on simpler configurations

that could aid in the fundamental understanding of such
flows. Morris (1990) emphasized the need for further

experimental data on multiple supersonic jets including

data on the modification of the growth rate of the jet

mixing layer, mean flow contours in the merged jet
region, and measurements of the entrained flow be-

tween the jets. The need for such data is crucial

because there is neither a stability analysis, nor a
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numericalsimulationof multiplesupersonicshock-
containingjets. Providingsuchinformationis oneof
ourobjectives.

Thepresentworkalsostudiestherectangularnozzleas
anelementof a lobedmixerejectornozzle.Weempha-
sizesimplegeometriesthatcouldbeusedinternalto a
shroud,whichleadsto a focuson themixingandthe
near-fieldacoustics. Morespecifically,ouraimis to
studytheflowandnoiseof multi-jetsunderconditions
of screechsynchronization.In addition,wedocument
thesinglerectangularjet asthereferencecase. The
presentwork demonstratesthatit is possibleto syn-
chronizethe flappingscreechinstabilitymodein a
lineararrayof fourjets,whichyieldsenhancedmixing.
Theincreasedmixingrateof thejets movesthejet

noisesourceupstream,providingalongerpropagation
lengthfor an acousticlining to reducethe internal
mixingnoise.

1.2 Reviewof previouswork
Jetsoperatedoff designare knownto producean
intensetoneknownas "jet screech."Screechingjets
havenowbeenstudiedbyseveralresearchersincluding
Powell(1953),LassiterandHubbard(1954),andan
excellentsummarywasprovidedby Tam(1991).It is
nowwell recognizedthatthescreechtoneiscreatedby
growingcoherentdisturbancesin the jet interacting
with the shocks.Thetonethenpropagatesupstream
(asfeedback)to thejet exitandexcitesinstabilitiesin
thejet, thusclosingtheresonantloop. It is alsowell
establishedthatscreechingjets havespreadratesthat
aregreaterthantheirnon-screechingcounterparts.It
is, therefore,attractiveto use a naturalexcitation
sourcesuchasjet screech,that requiresnoexternal,
powerfor jet mixingenhancementandnoisecontrol.

Mostpublishedtwin-jet workhasfocusedon round
jets. Theacousticalproperties,includingtheshielding
effectof heatedtwin jets, werestudiedby Kantola
(1981).Thedynamicinter-nozzlepressureloadsand
resonancecharacteristicsof apairof circularjetswere
studiedby Seineret al (1988). Themannerin which
the resonantcouplingdependedon the inter-nozzle
spacingwasstudiedby Wlezien(1989). In addition,
Morris(1990)presentedcalculationsfor thecharacter-
isticsof instabilitywavesin the initial mixingregion
of resonantlyinteractingtwin circularsupersonicjets.

Thereis,however,only limited dataonalineararray
of rectangularjets: Krothapalli et al. (1979);
Chandrashekaraet al. (1984). Moreover,to our
knowledgethereis nopublisheddataon thedetailsof
multiplerectangularjets withsynchronizedscreech.

Thenoiseof asupersonicshock-containingjet consists
of tonalandnon-tonal(broadband)components.The
tonal componentsincludethe screechtone and its
harmonicsthat areproducedby a stronginteraction
betweenthe advectingcoherentstructuresand the
standingshockwaves.A weakinteractionbetween
the structuresand the shocksproducesbroadband
shock-associatednoise.Therelationshipbetweenshock
associatedbroadbandnoiseand screechtoneswas
discussedby Tamet al. (1986).

Broadbandnoiseencompassesall non-tonalnoise
includinglow frequencyacousticdisturbancesdueto
jet unsteadiness,jet mixing noisedueto large-scale
coherentstructuresin thejet, shockassociatedbroad-
bandnoiseproducedbyaweakinteractionbetweenthe
coherentstructuresandtheshocks,andhighfrequency
noiseproducedbyfinescaleturbulence.An impressive
summaryof jet mixingnoisestudieswasprovidedby
Lilley (1991). Theconnectionbetweenlarge-scale
coherentstructuresandjet noisewas addressedby
Moore(1977), Crighton(1981),MankbadiandLiu
(1984),and Bridgesand Hussain(1992); however,
eventodayanunderstandingoftheconnectionbetween
thetwois incomplete.In thepresentwork,weattempt
to documentthe tonal noisecomponentsfrom the
multi-jetswithsynchronizedscreech.Wecorn'parethe
broadbandcomponentsof noisefromthesynchronized
multi-jetsto that from the sumof the four jets mn
individually.

1.3 Organizationof the Paper
Webeginin section2 withadetaileddiscussionof the
supersonicmulti-jetfacility,measurementtechniques,
and a descriptionof the strobedfocusingschlieren
system.In section3 wediscussthescreechinstability
of a single rectangularshock-containingjet using
strobedschlierenrecordsandmeasurementsmadeusing
apairof microphonesoneithersideof thejet nozzle.
In Section4.1wepresenttheoreticalargumentsforthe
determinationof the inter-jet spacingrequiredfor
screechsynchronization.In section4.2 we provide



verificationof thetheoryfor Mj rangingfrom 1.3to
1.8, using measurementsof relativephasein the
nearfieldof a singlejet. Variouspossiblemechanisms
for screechsynchronizationarediscussed,leadingto
theconclusionthatphase-lockingthroughmechanisms
atthejet lip is mostlikely. In Section4.3weprovide
experimentalproof of the synchronizationof four
supersonicrectangularjets. In Section5 weprovide
meanflowdatafor synchronizedand unsynchronized
multiplesupersonicrectangularjets. Theentrained
mass(indicatedby theintegratedmass-flux)of these
jets is comparedto that of singlerectangularand
circularjets. In Section6 wedocumentthenear-field
acousticcharacteristicsof the tonal and non-tonal
(broadband)components.For thebroadbandcompo-
nents(jet mixing noiseishockassociated,fine scale
turbulencenoise) wecomparethenoiseof thefour
synchronizedjetsto thatobtainedby the sumof the
fourjetsrun independently.Finally,weconcludethe
paperwith a discussionof thenoisesourcelocation
anddirectivity.

2. Apparatus and Instrumentation

2.1. Jet Facility

The experiments were carried out at theNASA Lewis

Research Center Jet Facility. Figure 1 shows a

schematic of the jet facility. The 76 cm diameter

plenum tank was supplied with compressed air at

pressures up to 875 kPa (125 Psig) at 26.7 ° C (80°F).

After passing through a filter that removed any dirt or
dust, the air entered the plenum axially where it was

laterally distributed by a perforated plate and a screen.

Two circumferential splitter rings that contained

acoustic treatment (kevlar) removed upstream valve

noise. The flow was further conditioned by two 50

mesh screens before exiting into the room through the
nozzles. The nozzle exit dimensions were 6.9 x 34.5

mm, yielding an aspect ratio of 5.

Figure 2 shows the multi-nozzle set-up. Each nozzle

could be controlled independently using remotely

controlled valves. The spacing between adjacent

nozzles could be changed using the positioning appara-

tus shown in the schematic (Figure 2). An automatic
feedback control system was used to maintain constant

air supply conditions. The control system could
restrict pressure variations during each run to within

0.2%. Such precise control was essential for this

experiment since the phase-locking between the four

jets, which depended on the acoustic feedback from

screech sources, was extremely sensitive to changes in
operating conditions.

The nozzles, the probe traversing mechanism and other
reflective surfaces in the nearfield were covered with

two layers of acoustically absorbent open cell

polyurethane foam (0.635 cm thick uncompressed).

The idea was to minimize strong reflections from the

nozzles and plenum, The material is known to be very

effective in absorbing incident sound in the frequency

range from :1000-25,000 Hz (with several layers, lower

frequencies can also be absorbed).

2.2. Measurement Techniques

Measurements were made using a pitot probe (o,d. of
0.8 mm)that traversed the entire flowfield of the

multi-jets. The probe was positioned by a three-dimen-

sional traversing mechanism and controlled by comput-

er. The pitot probe was connected to a pressure
transducer by a Tygon tube (0.8 mm i.d.). Three

different pressure tranducers, having a maximum range

of 350 kPa (50 Psig), 105 kPa (15 Psig) and 35 kPa (5
Psig), were used for the measurements. The centerline

pressure at every axial station was used as a guide to

select the transducer of an appropriate range for
maximum sensitivity. The acoustic measurements were

made using (0.64 cm-l/4 inch) dia. B & K micro-

phones mounted under each nozzle and on the three-

dimensional traversing mechanism for the nearfield

noise surveys. The B & K microphones were

omnidirectional within _1 dB up to 10 kHz and within

-+3 dB up to 20 kHz. The microphones were calibrated
using a B & K pistonphone calibrator, with corrections

for day-to-day changes in atmospheric pressure. The
sound pressure levels reported in this paper are in dB

relative to 20 laPa (the threshold of human hearing).

For the microphone measurements outside the jet we

were careful to avoid the very nearfield that is domi-

nated by the potential field of the coherent hydro-

dynamic modes in the jet. The measurements made

outside the jet are thus dominated by the acoustic field.

2.3. Strobed Focusing Scldieren System
A focusing schlieren system similar to Weinstein's
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(1993)wasusedfor the flow visualizationstudies,
providinga largefield of view andthecapabilityto
focusanywherein the flow. The strobedfocusing
schlierensystemcircuit modeledafter Wlezienand
Kibens's (1988) allowedviewing of the unsteady
flappingmotionsof thejet. Thesystemfunctionsas
follows. First, thecamera'sverticalsynchronization
signalis detectedand delayedfor 1.1 milliseconds,
whichcorrespondsto thestartof thevideoinformation
in the camerasignal. Then, the delayedvertical
synchronizationsignal and the start (positivezero
crossing)of thenextscreechwavearesynchronized.
Then, this signal is synchronizedwith the control
circuit's internal5 microsecondsystemclock. The
outputof thesesynchronizationstepsservesasacount-
down enablesignal,startingthe countdowndevice.
Eachtimethecountdowndeviceruns,five microsec-
ondsareaddedto its previouslyinput value. Upon
reachingzero,thedevicefiresthestrobelight, incre-
mentsthecurrentdelay,andclearsthecurrentcount-
downenablesignal.Thecontrolcircuitthenwaitsfor
the next vertical synchronizationsignal from the
camera.Withthiscontrolcircuita"motionpicture"of
thescreechingsupersonicjet canbecreated.If it is
necessaryto freezethe flow, we can overridethe
currentdelaycounters.

3. Instability of a Screeching Rectangular Jet

Figure (3) shows schlieren photographs of the edge
view (smaller dimension) of supersonic jets at various

Mach numbers. These still photographs show the

initial rarefaction (expansion) waves seen as edges of
a black triangle at the jet exit in Figure 3(d-f) and their

reflections that are compression waves (oblique shocks)

seen as edges of the bright region. As the fully
expanded jet Math number increases, the shock
spacing increases.

Figure (4) shows strobed focusing schlieren photo-
graphs of supersonic jets at various Mach numbers.

The photographs were obtained by using the measured
screech tone as a trigger with the circuit described

earlier. The view in Figure (4) is again of the smaller

dimension of the jet nozzle. The photos show the

sinuous flapping instability mode of the jet. Details of
the observed sinuous instability mode can be measured

using hot-film probes located in the subsonic portions
of the flow or using microphones located outside the

jet. As shown in our earlier work (Raman and Rice

(1994)) two hot-films (sensing u') located on either

side of the narrow dimension of the jet (in the subsonic

region) will sense the u"s to be 180 ° out-of-phase. We

also showed that the same result can be obtained using

two microphones located at the jet exit (facing down-
stream) on either side of the narrow dimension of the

nozzle. We use microphone measurements for phase
referencing in the present work, and these are de-

scribed in sections 3, 4.2, 4.3, and 5.2.

The screech frequency (which is a function of the

shock spacing) was measured at the jet exit using a

microphone. The screech Strouhal number, St(hi),

versus the fully expanded Mach number, Mj, is shown
in Figure 5(a). As the jet's fully expanded Mach
number increases, the Strouhal number of the screech

tone decreases. This decrease is due to the increase in

shock cell spacing with the Mach number (see Fig. 3(a-

f)), which causes an increase in the screech wavelength
(see Fig. 4(a-g)) and consequently a decrease in the

screech frequency. The change in the fully expanded

dimension, hi, is small compared to the change in

velocity Uj with increase in Mj. Thus, as Mj increases,
St(hi) decreases. The analytical solution of Tam (1988)

is shown for comparison in Figure (5). Tam's theory

incorporating a phase velocity, c/Uj = 0.7, is used
here. Even though the frequency of the screech tone

can be predicted very easily using simple relationships
such as Tam's, no theory or numerical simulation can

predict the amplitude of the screech tone. The mea-

sured values of screech tone amplitude versus the jet's

fully expanded Mach number are shown in Figure 5(b).

At low Mach numbers the shock structure of the jet is
not strong enough to produce an intense tone. Howev-

er, between M=l.3 and 1.7 the screech tone's ampli-

tude dominates other noise in the flow. Beyond M=l.8
the shock spacing is too large to sustain the screech

tone. Note that the phase of the screech tone measured

using two microphones located on either side of the
jet's narrow dimension indicates that the screech insta-

bility mode is anti-symmetric, over the entire Mach

number range. This is in sharp contrast to the screech

instability modes in a round jet (Seiner (1984)). In the

round jet case, the screech mode undergoes significant

changes with increase in Mj (also known as staging of
screech).
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4. Spacing for Screech Synchronization

4.1. Theoretical Jet Spacing

The theoretical spacing for synchronization can be

determined by assuming that each jet is influenced
only by its immediate neighbors. The effect of the

screech tone from the other jets is assumed to be

insignificant due to the shielding effect of the neighbor

jet. It is also assumed that phase-locking of screech

from adjacent jets occurs due to mechanisms effective

at the lip. Note that even for a single jet, it is the

receptivity at the jet lip that sustains screech, i.e., when

the screech wave propagating upstream eventually

reaches the nozzle lip, the pressure wave is scattered

by the lip, creating a broad spectrum of wavelengths in

the process (Morkovin (1969), Rogler and Reshotko

(1975)). It is this broad spectrum that permits a

coupling between the acoustic wave and hydrodynamic

waves, thus producing a resonant loop. It is improba-

ble that any other mechanism is responsible for the

phase-locking, an assertion that will be proved towards

the end of the next section. Assuming that the phase-

locking occurs by a source-jet lip coupling, we can

determine the theoretical jet spacing for screech
synchronization if we know the location of the screech
source. The location of the screech source is a func-

tion of the shock spacing, Ls, which was given by
Tam (1988) as:

L s = 2(Mj2-1)l/2hj

where hj and Mj are the fully expanded jet dimension

and Mach number respectively. We can determine hj
using the simple geometric relationship given by Tam
(1988), i.e.

h� = [(Aj[Aa)'l][b/(h+b)]+ l
h

where h and b represent the smaller and larger dimen-

sions of the jet nozzle and A d and Aj represent the
area of the flow at the jet exit and the fully expanded

jet cross-sectional area respectively. Note that (Aj/A d
) is obtained assuming an isentropic expansion from
the jet exit:

(_d)Z = Ma [(l+_Mj2)[(l+_._Md2)](r+1)l(r -1)

Figure 6 shows a schematic of the multi-jet flow.
Since the dominant screech sound source is known to

be beyond the second shock, the distance, q, in Figure

6 from the jet exit to its own screech source (assumed

to be 2.25 L s ) can be represented as:

q = 2.25L s = 4.5(Mj2-1)I/2h]

For the jets to synchronize, the phase difference from
the top of one jet to another should be zero. Conse-

quently, the phase difference from the bottom of one

jet to the top of another (i.e., from sl to s2 in Figure

6) should be 180 °. For this to happen the distances for

the screech tone feedback to the jet exit plane, by paths

q and r, should differ by half the acoustic wavelength

at the screech frequency. Replacing 'r' by f(q2÷s2) the

required relationship can be written as f(q2÷s2)-q=_./2.

Thus, the inter-jet spacing, 's', can be determined from

the above equation since the other quantities are
known..

4.2. Verification of Theory Using the Single Jet

The formula for determining the minimum jet spacing

for synchronized screech was verified by operating a
single jet at Mach numbers of 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7,

and 1.8. The experimental data was obtained by

locating one microphone at s l (see Figure 6) and

moving a second in the direction normal to the larger

nozzle dimension (i.e., from sl to s2). The stationary

microphone represents the screech signal that propagat-

ed upstream (as feedback) by path q, whereas the

second microphone measurement represents the signal

obtained by a longer feedback path. A phase differ-
ence of 180 ° is the spacing required for synchronized

screech (i.e., microphones located at symmetric

locations on two adjacent nozzles would sense a phase

difference of zero). The phase difference for the

various Mach numbers is plotted versus a

dimensionless distance (z/h) in Figure 7(a). Note that

jets at a higher Mach number require a larger spacing
for screech synchronization since the acoustic wave-

length of screech increases with Mj.



Figure7(a)alsoshowstheexistenceof a"null" region
wherethephasedoesnotchange.This"null" region
is seento increasewith thefully expandedjet Mach
number,Mj (Fig. 7(b)),andcanbe approximatedby
thecurvefit: 1.61Mj2+ 3.1Mj + 1.29. Theordinate
of Fig. 7(b) is relatedto 'h' by a factorof 3.7. The
existenceof the "null" regionandits growthwith an
increasein Mj canbe reconciledasfollows. As Mj
increases,the sourcesof screechmovedownstream,
andthereforethewavefrontsarrivingatthenozzleexit
planewouldbe flatterin thenearnozzleregionasthe
Mj increases.An addedeffect maycontributeto this,
because,notonly do thescreechsourcesmovedown-
stream,butthespacingbetweenthemincreasesaswell.

Figure 8 shows the inter-jet spacingrequiredfor
screechsynchronizationversusthefully expandedjet
Machnumber.Thetheoreticalcurve,whichassumes
thatthescreechsourceis located2.25Lsdownstream,
is comparedto theexperimentaldatawith the "null"
regionsubtractedout. TableI illustratesthat both
measuredand calculatedvaluesof s/_ for screech
synchronizationareabout1.1for 1.3<Mj< 1.8,where
0.235< St(hj)< 0.103,and3.96< _/h < 9.464.The
spacingwherescreechsynchronizationwasobtained
wassolarge(s/h= 8.16atMj = 1.6)thatthepotential
fields of neighboringjets could not possiblyhave
influencedeachother.In addition,thesynchronization
isverysensitiveto changesin spacing(s/h)--anobser-
vationthatexcludesthepotentialfieldcouplingasthe
possiblecauseof screechsynchronization.It follows
thatin theabsenceof anyotherprobablemechanism,
phase-lockingthroughmechanismsat the jet lip is
mostlikely.

4.3.Synchronization of Multiple Jet Screech

Following the above experiments on a single jet, we

conducted an experiment on four rectangular jets. The
inter-nozzle spacing was very close (s/h = 8.16, at M

= 1.6) to that determined by the theory and by the

single jet experiments. However, there were slight

differences. Figure 9 shows spectra measured at the

exit of the four rectangular jets. The microphone was

mounted under the nozzles with the sensing tip of the

microphone located at the jet exit plane. The screech

tone at a frequency of 6784 Hz (St(hi) = 0.128) stands
almost 20 dB over the background level. Two harmon-

ics of the screech tone (St(hi) = 0.256, 0.384) are
dominant and are also visible in the figure. The

screech tone amplitudes from the four jets were 163.4,

161.9, 159.1, and 160.6 dB. Although the average

inter-jet spacing was s/h = 8.084 (from nozzle edge-to-

edge), the inter-jet spacing was not exactly the same

from jet-to-jet. The spacings were s/h= 8.037 (between

jets 1 and 2), 8.173 (between jets 2 and 3), and 8.041

(between jets 3 and 4). The phase difference between

adjacent jets was obtained from the cross-spectral

magnitudes (after 100 averages) between microphones

located on the nozzles at the jet exit. The phase

differences were 9.7 ° (between jets 1 and 2), 9.1 °

(between jets 2 and 3) and 1.6 ° (between jets 3 and 4).

With a measurement accuracy of approximately +_5,
the jets could be considered synchronized. The coher-

ence between signals measured at the exits of pairs of

nozzles of the four nozzle assembly is shown in Figure
10. The coherence at f and 2f is almost 1, indicating

that the signals are highly correlated. The high levels

of observed coherence lend credibility to the phase

measurements reported here.

5. Mean Flowfield of Synchronized and
Unsynchronized Jets

Since we wanted to study how synchronization affects

the enhanced mixing of supersonic jets, we acquired

mean flow data for three multi-jet operating conditions:

(a) M=l.4, s/h = 5; (b) M=1.6, s/h=5; (c) M=l.6,

s/h=8. Cases (a) and (b) have the same inter-jet

spacing but different Mach numbers, whereas cases (b)
and (c) have the same Mach number but different inter-

jet spacings. For case (a), two out of four jets were

synchronized, and the average screech amplitude

measured at the jet lip was 159dB. In contrast, for

case (b), none of the four jets was synchronized, and

the average screech amplitude was 162.3dB. Finally,

in case (c), all four jets were synchronized with an
average screech amplitude of 161.25dB.

A pitot probe measurement was made on the yz plane

at X/D e = 7 and 12, where D e = 4A_ / n and where

A_ is the total exit area of the four jets. The extent of

the measurements was from y/D e = -2.94 to +2.94 and
z/D e = -5.4 to +5.4. The measurements included 1763

data points (41x43) with Ay/D_ = 0.0578 and Az/D_ =

0.101. The Mach number data shown in Figures 11
(x/D e = 7) and 12 (x/D e = 12) were obtained from the
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pitot tubedataassumingthatthe localstaticpressure
canbeapproximatedbyambientpressure(areasonable
approximationfor subsonicMachnumbers).Thex/D_
= 7,12stationsweredeliberatelychosento makethe
abovecalculationfeasible.Thesestationsarebeyond
theshockstructuresandsupersonicregionsof thejet.

Fromthesurfaceplotsof Figures11and12,it appears
thatcase(c) whereall four jetsaresynchronizedhas
thehighestjet spread,indicatedbythemergingof the
fourjets. Thesecondhighestjet spreadis thatof case
(a)wheretwooutof fourjetsaresynchronized.Case
(b) with noneof the four jets synchronizedhasthe
lowestjet spread.

The integratedmass-fluxobtainedfrom detailed
flowfielddataat severalaxial stationsis shownin
Figure(13). Thenormalizedmass-fluxwasobtained
using

_ ff(pu)dydz

In addition to the cases described in Figs. 11, 12 (a-c),

two other cases are shown for comparison in Figure

13: the single rectangular jet (Mj = 1.6) and the single

circular jet (M s = 1.63) from Zaman et al. (1994).

Trends displayed in Figure (13) warrant two comments.

First, the visual trend observed in Figs. 11 and 12 (a-c)

is confirmed and quantified, i.e., the case with all four

jets synchronized has the highest entrained mass,

followed by the case where two out of four jets are

synchronized; the completely unsynchronized case has
the least entrainment. Second, even the

unsynchronized multi-jet case has a higher mass-flux

than the single rectangular jet. Note that the circular
jet data of Zaman et al. (1994) has the least

entrainment. It was shown earlier (Zaman et al.

(1994)) that circular supersonic jets entrain less than
supersonic rectangular jets, an observation that will not

be elaborated any further here.

6. Nearfield-Noise Comparison
6.1 Screech and its Harmonics

Figure 14 compares the screech tone measured at the

nozzle lip of one of the jets under conditions of

screech synchronization to that obtained from a single

rectangular jet. The synchronization does not change

the frequency of the screech tone significantly. How-

ever, the amplitude of the screech tone is augmented

by about 10dB. This augmentation is believed to be

due to the resonant phase-locking between the screech-

ing jets. Note that the noise at all frequencies ranging

from 0-25,600 Hz (St(hi) = 0-0.48) is higher for the
multi-jet, screech-synchronized case as compared to the
single rectangular jet.

Figure 15 (a,b) shows nearfield noise contours for the

screech tone and its harmonic for the four jets operated

at M = 1.6 under conditions of screech synchronization

(s/h = 8). The complicated near-field noise map for

the fundamental screech tone (St(h}) = 0.128) reveals
regions of screech cancellation and reinforcement. It

is known that the screech noise is produced by discrete

coherent multiple sources (Powell(1953)). The screech

noise from these sources can undergo reflections from

the interface between the subsonic and supersonic flow

in the jet or can refract as it emanates through the

shear layer. The result of these phenomena in the four

jets interacting resonantly produces a map of well
defined regions of screech reinforcement and cancella-

tion. These regions are seen as islands of high ampli-
tude (reinforcement) or low amplitude (cancellation).

The very nearfield of a single rectangular jet was

studied previously by Rice and Taghavi (1992). They

observed very strong interference regions in the down-
stream and sideline (y) directions, which is not

surprising since the screech tone propagates predomi-
nantly in the upstream direction. For the harmonic of

the screech tone (St(hi) = 0.256), the sound pressure
patterns are not as complex as for the fundamental
screech tone. The sound radiation direction for the

harmonic that can be inferred from Figure 15 (b) is

normal to the flow direction, thus agreeing with the

results of Powell (1953).

Our previous work (Raman and Rice (1994)) showed

that for a rectangular jet the hydrodynamic instability

mode at the screech frequency occurred in the

antisymmetric (sinuous) mode, about the smaller

dimension of the jet, whereas its harmonic was sym-

metric (varicose) over the same region. In addition, we
also observed that the radiated screech noise was out-

7



of-phaseon eitherside of the small jet dimension,
whereasits harmonicwas in-phaseover the same
region. Similar observationsweremadefor the jets
usedin thepresentworkbut theywill notbediscussed
anyfurtherhere.

6.2. Broadband components

Figure 16(a,b) shows the spectral (third-octave band)

evolution for multiple jets with synchronized screech

both along the major and minor axes directions. We
have focused on the broadband noise contained in the

four bands most important to this experiment. The

bands were centered on St(h i ) = 0.0149 (low frequen-
cy noise), 0.075 (jet mixing noise), 0.189 (shock

associated broadband noise), and 0.3024 (high frequen-

cy broadband noise). The lower and upper St(h i )
bandlimits for the four bands were (0.0133 - 0.0167),

(0.066 - 0.084), (0.168 - 0.212), and (0.267 - 0.336)

respectively.

It is of interest here to study the noise produced by

the multi-jet interaction. To do this we measured the

noise in the xy and xz planes for the screech synchro-

nized case as well as the case when the four jets were

operated individually. The xy plane (z/h = 0) was

located midway between jets 2 and 3 (see Fig. 2). The

xz plane (y/h = 0) was located above the four jets. For

the xy plane, we took two sets of measurements by

operating the top two jets (jets 1 and 2 of Figure(2))

individually. The noise levels were summed, and 3dB

was added for the contribution of the bottom two jets.

For the xz plane, four sets of measurements were made

by running each jet individually; then the noise levels
were summed.

The discussion will focus on the differences between

running the jets simultaneously under conditions of

screech synchronization and running each jet individu-

ally and summing the noise contributions. The sound

pressure levels (SPL(dB)) were calculated using
SPL(dB) = 10 log (P/Pr_)2, where p is the rms sound

pressure and pr_ is the reference rms sound pressure

(20gPa). The mean square values of the sound pressure

from the four jets operated individually were combined
algebraically, assuming that the non-tonal sound

sources have a random phase relationship.

2 2 2 4 4

Hence Pl +P2+P3+P4 SPLi
2 = _ analog (--._1

P,e i=l

After algebraic manipulation the total sound pressure

level (SPLt) can be represented as SPL t (dB) = 10
log(E4i__l 10SVL_l°). Note that such a summation is not

valid for screech tones since the sources do not have a

random phase relationship and cancellation or rein-

forcement of sound levels could result. The four bands

defined earlier are represented by Figures 17-20. Parts

(a) and (c) represent the xy and xz planes for the multi-

jet synchronized screech case, whereas parts (b) and (d)
represent the same planes for the sum of jets run

individually. For brevity the screech synchronized

multi-jet case and the sum of four jets run individually
case will be referred to as case I and case II

respectively. The nearfield noise results are
summarized in Table II.

The peak low frequency noise in the xy plane is higher

by 6 dB for case I than for case II (see Fig. 17(a,b)).

In contrast, the low frequency noise in the xz plane

does not show an appreciable difference between the

two cases (Fig. 17(c,d)). In addition, no appreciable

difference in directivity is noted between cases I and II

in both the xy and xz planes for this spectral band.

The jet mixing noise (Fig. 18(a-d)) which is of prime

concern, is higher for case I than for case II by 7.6 dB

in the xy plane. However, the peak jet noise source is

moved upstream by 2D_ for case I as: compared to case

II. On the xz plane case I is actually quieter than case

II by 2.3 dB: an observation that could be due to

shielding in the direction in which the jets are stacked.

Here, let us note that for a single jet at Mi = 1.6 (M c =

1.12 assuming c/Uj= 0.7) the dominant direction of
noise radiation as described by Ffowcs Williams (1963)

for an ideally expanded supersonic jet is 0 =axccos(l/Mc)=

28°. The present case is more complicated due to the
presence of shocks and screech. Cases I and II are

seen to radiate noise at larger angles to the flow. For

the jet mixing noise the directivity angles (measured
from the flow direction) of the dominant lobes are 50 °

and 42 ° for cases I and II respectively in the xy plane

and 60 ° and 40 ° for cases I and II respectively in the xz



plane.Let us recall here that of the variousnoise
components,thejet mixingnoiseis mostimportant
sinceit hasa downstreamdirectivityandis therefore
themostdifficult to attenuate.Theupstreamshift in
the peakjet noisesourceand thelargerdirectivity
anglescausedby the resonantjet interactionare
advantageousfor noisereductionsincethenoisecould
nowbesuppressedby anacousticallylinedejectorof
a shorterlength.

Theshock-associatedbroadbandnoise(Figure19(a-d))
showssomevery interestingcharacteristics.Thepeak
noiselevelsare142and 138dB for casesI andII in
thexy planewithnoappreciablechangein thelocation
of the apparentsource. In thexy planebothcases
displayadual-lobe.Thedownstreamdirectedlobehas
a directivityangleof 60° to the flow direction. In
contrast,theupstreampropagatinglobeis directedat
125° tothe flow directionfor caseI and115°for case
II. Thepeaknoiselevelsin thexz planeare147and
149dB for casesI andII respectively.Thereis an
upstreamshift in theapparentsourcefor caseI onthe
xz planeby 2De. Thedirectivityof theprimarynoise
lobe in the xz plane is the samefor both cases.
However,caseII exhibitsa secondarylobedirectedin
thedownstreamdirection. Sucha secondarylobeis
nonexistentfor caseI.

Figure20(a-d)showssimilardataforthehighfrequen-
cy noiseband. In the xy plane,caseI is noisier
(higherpeaknoise)by 1 dBthancaseII witha 0.5De
upstreamshift in theapparentsourcelocation,andno
appreciablechangein thedirectivityangle.Onthexz
plane,caseI is quieterby 5 dB than caseII. The
apparentsourcefor caseI is 1.5D_upstreamof thatfor
caseII andagainthereisnoappreciablechangein the
directivityangle.

Figure21 (a-c)showsthefall-off of theacousticfield
alongthedirectionof noiseradiationin thexz plane
for the threeacousticcomponentsof noise(i.e.,jet
mixingnoise,shock-associatedbroadbandnoise,and
high frequencyjet noise).Data is shownfor the
screechsynchronizedmulti-jet case(caseI) andthe
sumof four jetsrun individuallycase(caseII). The
fall-off curve is generatedby takingdataalongthe
dominantdirectivitylobeangle,startingfromthetrue
peaknoiselocation. Ahujaet al. (1987)showedthat

if thetree sourcelocationand directivityangleare
accountedfor,thentheinversesquarelaw will reason-
ably predictthe nearfieldnoise. The directivity is
accountedfor by taking data along the dominant
propagationdirectionasdescribedabove(Note that
data taken in directionsother than the dominant
propagationdirectionwill not exhibit the inverse
squarelaw behavior).Theinversesquarelaw curve
adjustedfor thetruesourcelocationiscomparedto the
measureddatafor caseII. Theagreementbetweenthe
dataandtheinversesquarelawis satisfactoryindicat-
ingthatouracousticdataisnotseverelycontaminated
by thehydrodynamicfield of thejet.

7. ConcludingRemarks
We haveexaminedsomeof the flow and acoustic
featuresof multiplesupersonicrectangularjets with
phase-lockedscreech.Theprimarymotivationforthis
workwasprovidedby theexpectationthat multi-jets
with synchronizedscreechcouldprovidesignificant
mixingandnoisebenefits.Thesecondarymotivation
was the lack of available information on the
aeroacousticsof simplemulti-elementjet flows. Our
experimentaldataagreedwithatheory assumingthat
the phase-lockingoccurredbecauseof a screech
source-jetlip interactionbetween:neighboringjets.

Weobservedthatthe jets with synchronizedscreech
hadahigherspreadrateandintegralmassfluxthanthe
unsynchronizedmulti-jets. Thesinglerectangularjet
hadtheleastspreadrateandmassflux. Undercondi-
tionsof screechsynchronization,thefrequencyof the
screechtoneremainedthesameasthatof a singlejet
rununderthesameconditions.However,the ampli-
tudeof thescreechtonewasaugmentedby 10dB at
the jet lip due to the resonantinteraction. The
nearfieldnoisedatafrom themulti-jetswith synchro-
nized screechwascomparedto that obtainedfrom
addingthenoisefromeachjet runseparately.Forthe
two casesmentionedabove,we documentedthe
directivityangle,apparentsourcelocation,andapparent
peaksourceamplitude.Althoughtheresonantmixing
producesmorenoisein thexy plane,thenoisesource
movesupstream.

Thisnovelexperimentalstudyhasachievedourdefined
goals. We havedemonstratedthat it is possibleto
operatefour supersonicshockcontainingjets with



phase-lockedscreechand produceboth mixingand
noisebenefits.Finally,webelievethatthedata is of

significant scientific and engineering value in the quest

to understand and control multiple, complex supersonic
shock containing jet flows.
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TABLEI
Jetspacingfor screechsynchronization

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.054

1.096

1.146

1.171

1.281

1.366

f

12,768

10,208

8,576

6,784

6,112

5,344

St(h_)

0.235

0.186

0.155

0.120

0.114

0.103

_/h

3.96

4.95

5.89

7.455

8.275

9.464

s/h
theory

4,422

5.488

6.537

7.933

9.092

10.46

s/h
expt.

4.15

5,16

6.43

8.32

9.17

10.27

s/_
theory

1.116

1.109

1.1098

1.064

s/_
expt.

1.048

1.042

1.091

1.11

1.098 1.108

1.1052 1.085

TABLE II

Summary of nearfield noise results

Noise component

Low frequency

Jet mixing noise

Shock associated

broadband noise

High frequency
noise

Measurement

plane

xy

XZ

xy

XZ

xy

XZ

xy

Peak noise level Source location

(dB) (x/De)

148 (142)

150.7 (150.7)

140 (139) 6 (8)

148 (151)

142 (138)

147 (149)

Directivity in the
measurement

plane

50 ° (42 °)

142 (141)

6.5 (6.5) 60 ° (40 °)

2 (2) 60 ° (60°), 125 °

(115 °)

4 (6) 112 ° (110 °)

3.5 (4) 105 ° (100 °)

XZ 141 (146) 3.5 (5) 95 ° (90 °)

Note that the numbers in the table are for multiple jets with screech synchronized (case I). The

corresponding data for the sum of four jets run independently (case II) are given in parentheses.
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Figure 1.--Schematic of supersonic jet facility.
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Figure 2._Multi-nozzl e experimental apparatus.
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Figure 3.reFocusing Schlieren photographs of the shock-cell structure of underexpanded

rectangular jets. Mj = (a) 1.2, (b) 1.3, (c) 1.4, (d) 1.5, (e) 1.6, (0 1.7.

iiiiii®iiii

Figure 4.--Strobed Schlieren photographs of underexpanded rectangular jets. Mj = (a) 1.1, (b) 1.2,
(c) 1.3, (d) 1.4, (e) 1.5, (0 1.6, (g) 1.7.
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Figure 17.--Nearfield map of the low frequency noise; third-octave bin centered at St (hi) = 0.0118 with lower and upperband limits of

St (hi) = 0.0133 and 0.0167 respectively. (a) XY plane, z/D e = 0, multi-jets with synchronized screech. 00) XY plane, z/D e = 0, sum of four

jets runindividually. (c) XZ plane, z/D e = 0, multi-jets with synchronized screech. (d) XZ plane, z/D e = 0, sum of four jets run individually.
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limits of St (hi) = 0.066 and 0.084 respectively. For a description of parts (a) - (d) see caption for Figure (17).
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Figure 19.--Nearfield map of the shock-associated broadband noise; third-octave bin centered at St (hj) = 0.189 with lower
and upperband limits of St (hi) = 0.168 and 0.212 respectively. For a description of parts (a) - (d) see caption for Figure (17).
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